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Thomas Crown is a mysterious gazillionaire who is frankly bored with his life. What
to do when you're a thirty something and have all the resources available. For a
lark, plan the perfect crime. So in The Thomas Crown Affair, Steve McQueen does
just that. He recruits four people at random for the crime, none of whom know each
other and pull off a really neat bank robbery.It seems like Paul Burke and the Boston
PD aren't getting the job done so the bank brings in Faye Dunaway as an insurance
investigator. She does this for a 10% finders fee, not for a policeman's salary. She
also doesn't have to follow the rules the way the cops do.Dunaway is smart and she
does figure out it's McQueen who's the mastermind. She baits him in some of the
same way that Inspector Slimane baits Pepe LeMoko. Of course she really gets up
close and personal in a way that Slimane couldn't. All this really does get to Paul
Burke, whose performance is unfortunately overlooked in talking about The Thomas
Crown Affair.It's a battle of hubris between McQueen and Dunaway and the film
does keep you in some suspense as to who will win out.The Thomas Crown Affair
garnered won Academy Award for Michel LeGrand's song, The Windmills of Your
Mind. It's a stylishly done caper film and I guarantee you won't be able to anticipate
the outcome. Thomas Crown is a mysterious gazillionaire who is frankly bored with
his life. What to do when you're a thirty something and have all the resources
available. For a lark, plan the perfect crime. So in The Thomas Crown Affair, Steve
McQueen does just that.
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While it would be great if I could continue to offer regular downloads for the small
percentage of people that absolutely cant do torrents (e.g. work restrictions, iPhone,
etc.), my strong hunch is that even though torrents are a valid option for many, old
habits die hard and the path of least resistance is to just continue using the regular
downloads because theyre there. Music composed by Bill Conti. Conducted by Harry

Rabinowitz. Orchestrations by Bill Conti, William Kidd, Joel Rosenbaum and Ralph
Ferraro. Recorded and mixed by Mike Ross-Trevor. Edited by Stephen Hope. Score
produced by Bill Conti. Varese album produced by Richard Kraft and Tom Null. Edel

album produced by Joachim Hansch and Thomas Karban. La-La Land album
produced by Ford A. Thaxton, MV Gerhard and Matt Verboys. Intrada album

produced by Douglass Fake and Roger Feigelson. After working on a budget of $17
million in a year, and with a schedule that was tight even in the theater, the score

was likely finished by the time the film was finished. His last score was for the bomb-
astic Superman II, but here he's in the white-hot heat of the action. The Thomas

Crown Affair is much more fast and furious than Superman, and the music is
perfectly matched to the film's dynamic pace. This is a score that's the perfect

match to what you'd want from a fun, action flick. In one, a woman claims to have
had a threesome with Beckham and Ms Loos - and even says she has photographs.
She is, naturally, trying to sell her story. In another, Ms Loos herself is said to have

told a friend that she saw Beckham kissing model Esther Canadas - who appeared in
The Thomas Crown Affair - during a night out in Madrid. The Mirror quotes Ms Loos
as telling her friend: It is true Becks snogged Esther. Their marriage was hitting the
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